
ARCA Zoom General Meeting – October 25, 2023 

 

Attendees:  Andy d, Darcy M, Tim M, Doug C, Sue W, Brian S, Jorgen K, Dana W, Lynne d, Dave W 

 

Jorgen welcomed everyone.  We have a quorum. Sue had invited Doug to the meeting 

 

Motion to adopt minutes – Brian moved to adopt the minutes as circulated. Jorgen seconded.  Carried 

 

Jorgen confirmed with Shadi June 1, July 13-14, September TBA – hopefully 7 or 15.  Sue asked if we have 

a contract and how much do they want?  Sue would like to get this confirmed as soon as possible.   June 

1 would prefer to be an endurance race, but we may end up running it as a sprint race.  Jorgen indicated 

that RMM has stated the 2-day date will count as 1 day event.  We have also requested extended hours 

for 1 day event. 

 

Everyone gave Andy a big round of applause of his efforts within ARCA and WCMA.  Doug met with the 

clubs and announced they will be promoting the clubs by offering some funds to help.  Jorgen suggests 

going back to World of Wheels, combining with CMRA and RMM to the WofW.  Sue told about the social 

media to join forces within NASCC.  Dana suggested someone that Turn 17 uses.  Sue to ask Steve for their 

name. 

 

Dana advised that AVRC still interested in re-vamping Vintage on the Prairies.   

 

Turn 17 members are in California doing really well.  Dana spoke about his 18-day road trip.  Thanks WCMA 

and ARCA for supporting Turn 17 and the RUSH series.  Went to Sonoma and ran a NASA event and ran 

with out about 45 cars on the track.  Had some issues with NASA and their licensing requirements.  Dana 

spoke about the event in general.  Then went to Laguna Seca the following week.  Trucks were moved to 

Phoenix Podium Club near Casa Grande.  Can watch racing under Grid Life on YouTube. 

 

Doug spoke about an RMM members group.  Dave suggested that closed wheel cars to include them on 

the RMM RUSH days.  Suggested the groups similar to endurance regulations.  Sue requested Doug to 

send them to Sue.  Dave has sent the rules to Shadi for their approval.  The regs are up to WCMA standards.  

There would have to be some charge to the closed wheel guys to pay.  Some costs sharing with Turn 17.  

Need to look into ARCA paying for insurance and CMRT costs. 

 

Doug would like ARCA to consider adding Time Attack and HPDE groups to their events.  Jorgen agrees 

there is an opportunity to include them – need to see where that goes.  Offer 1 day events to the groups. 

 

Brian wanted to confirm that ARCA is organizing the RUSH day events.  Yes we are. 

 

Problem with July date.  Jorgen suggested he start a discussion with NASCC and their July date.  Jorgen 

and Stu to talk with NASCC. 

 

Next meeting – November 22, 8 pm  Doug to set up meeting. 

 

Motion to adjourn 9:15 pm. 


